Multidimensional density operator propagations in open systems: model studies on vibrational relaxations and surface sticking processes.
An efficient method for the numerical treatment of multidimensional dynamics of open systems is presented: the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) method extended to the propagation of density operators. With this method we investigate the relaxation process of a CO molecule adsorbed on a copper surface, i.e., CO/Cu(100), after the excitation with an infrared (IR) pulse. The interaction potential was taken from the literature. Lifetime estimations and thermalization studies were performed on the IR excited CO molecule. We were able to treat this system with all six degrees of freedom (DOF) and thus 12 dynamical variables, but most of our studies used a two or four DOF model. Finally, we demonstrate the applicability of MCTDH to the analysis of scattering processes in an open environment. We calculate sticking coefficients of a scattered particle to a model surface, the latter acting as heat bath. The surface corrugation and the initial particle energy have been varied, and six different relaxation strengths have been studied. These calculations were done under the inclusion of three DOFs: the two surface coordinates and the distance between the particle and the surface.